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Letter From the Publisher
By Jim Furey
Another page torn off the calendar and that brings
us around to May. We published our first issue as a
May/June issue in late May 2003. That means we are
getting ready to start our eighth year in publication.
While many new businesses do not last that long, not
only have we survived but we’ve also blazed the trail
for those who follow in our footsteps. While I take pride
in our longevity I know the real reason for our run and
that is the support of our loyal readers. I thank all of
you for your support over the years. We are planning
our 7th Anniversary Party and once again it will be in
August. I hope to see many of you there.
May is motorcycle awareness month. You can see
yard signs and bumper stickers galore. That bit of
education and awareness helps, but what really helps
is a dedicated bunch of riders who will support groups
like F.O.R.R. and A.B.A.T.E. as they stand up for all
of our rights in our state legislatures. Sometimes it
may seem like they are getting off the path when
they are taking up the fight for 4-wheelers and other
recreational vehicles, but those who would whittle at
our rights many times do it on the periphery where
they think we will not notice the infringement. These
groups pay close attention to what is happening so
they always notice. They need our support and there

are a couple of ways to help. One is by joining these
groups and paying dues which helps to fund the fight.
The other way is to take a more active role. This can
be done by taking a more active role by attending
events like the second annual BUFR Run that takes
place this month in Missouri. B.U.F.R. (Bikers United
For Rights) is a ride where FORR and ABATE join
forces to demonstrate their solidarity for bikers rights
to Missouri’s legislators. Last year’s ride was very well
attended and though in the end our Missouri brothers
were not successful in getting the law rescinded that
makes it mandatory to wear a helmet, they forced
the governor to veto it. That was important because it
made him show his true colors and now the voters of
Missouri can vote based on what he does rather than
on what he says he will do. I urge all to do what they
can to help support the groups that support us.
There are a lot of events this month and then in
June the local rallies begin. These are all great fun
and I hope you can attend some of them. They are
celebrations of freedom, biker style. By attending
local rallies, you can help keep your hard earned
dollars working in regions not far from your home and
thereby help local businesses. Speaking of helping
local businesses, when patronizing our advertisers
if you could let them know you saw their ad in The
Biking Life, I would appreciate it. Thanks!
Finally there have been two people who have always
supported me throughout my life, my parents. This
month we celebrate Mother’s Day. Though at times
I disappointed her, my mom has always been there
for me. I thank her for that and for all the support
she has given me. She has even tried her hand at
selling advertising in this magazine. I know many of
you have similar stories about your moms so on the
9th, let’s all try to at least call our moms and let them
know how much we love them. For those of you who
have lost your mothers, you have my condolences.
I hope to see many of you on the road this summer
and, as always, we thank you for making us part of
your biking life.
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*Dear Miss Motormouth,
My girlfriend and me are lesbians. It is well
known around the area but every time we go out,
guys try to hit on her. It’s really annoying and I don’t
know what to do about it.ly NO Dickly
Dear No Dick,
Get a girlfriend that isn’t so hot!
Dear Miss Motormouth,
My husband wants a crotch rocket and I
don’t. They aren’t comfortable to ride on and we are
too old to be parading around on one. I don’t want to
ride around with my ass in the air. What should I tell
him? Ass in the Air
Dear Ass in the Air,
Tell your hubby to get a good old American
motorcycle and ride with some real meat between
his legs. Keep American dollars in America!
Dear Miss Motormouth,
I missed your column last month. Where
were you? Missing Miss Motormouth
Dear Missing Miss,
At home in front of the TV NOT thinking
about your problems! You couldn’t come up with
anything better to waste my time with?
*Dear Miss Motormouth,
My chaps seem to have shrank over the
winter. Is there anything you can recommend that I
do to stretch them out? That Chaps my Ass
Dear Chaps my Ass,
Get off your ass and lose some weight!
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Hardtail Humor
A woman goes to her boyfriend’s parents’
house for Christmas dinner.This is to be her first
time meeting the family and she is very nervous.
They all sit down and begin eating a fine meal.
The woman is beginning to feel a little discomfort, thanks to her nervousness and the broccoli casserole. The gas pains are almost making
her eyes water. Left with no other ch oice, she decides to relieve herself a bit and lets out a dainty
fart.It wasn’t loud, but everyone at the table heard
the poof.
Before she even had a chance to be embarrassed, her boyfriend’s father looked over at the
dog that had been snoozing under the woman’s
chair, and said in a rather stern voice, “Skippy!”.
The woman thought, “This is great!” and a
big smile came across her face. A couple of minutes later, she was beginning to feel the pain again.
This time, she didn’t even hesitate. She let a much
louder and longer rrrrrip.
The father again looked at the dog a nd
yelled, “Dammit Skippy!”

Want to find out what jim thinks about
stuff throughout the month then read
his blog and you can make your opinions known to the blog is available at
www.thebikinglife.com

Once again the woman smiled and thought
“Yes!” A few minutes later the woman had to let another rip. This time she didn’t even think about it.
She let a fart rip that rivaled a train whistle blowing.
Once again, the father looked at the dog
with disgust and yelled, “Dammit Skippy, get away
from her, before she poops on you!”

90 seconds in the life of a biker
90 seconds in the life of a biker!!!
Beer is good, whiskey is wetter!!
Toss in some ass, and its sounding better!!
So knock the dust off, that tight lil cooter!!
And plant your fine ass, on Big Daddy’s Scooter!!
When I do a burn out, lift your feet of the pegs!!
And wrap them around me...your wonderful legs!!
Watch out for the pipes cuz it’s gonna be loud!!
Now take one hand off me, and wave to the crowd!!
Then reach your hands up and pull out your bits!!
They all are a screamin!! And that’s good as it
gets!!!
Now wrap your arms round me...while I shut her
down!!!
Or you’ll be a bustin!! That ass on the ground!!!!!
Hee hee hee hee!!!!!!Q;)~ you just survived 90
seconds in the life of a biker!!!

By Biker Johnny
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141 Moscow Springs Plaza Moscow Mills, MO 63362
636-356-9015 www.chariotsoffirecustoms.com
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Mike Ballew Still Setting the Standard
by Jim Furey

Most recently, I saw Mike this past
February at the Wide Open Bike
Show. Mike was there displaying
the bike he built to enter into the
prestigious Metzeler Tire Bike
Show in Sturgis, SD, in the 2007
competition. He took first place in
the Custom Class that year and,
as a matter of fact, he came back
the very next year and defended
his title. That bike he built for
Billy Bess, one of the principals in
Bluff City Distributing and, as you
can imagine, it was a Miller Beer
themed scoot. Repeating is no easy
task--this is one of those shows that
all the heavy hitters gear up for so
winning once is an accomplishment,
but winning back-to-back is practically unheard of.

One of the first high profile bike builders we interviewed
had a local connection. He was from Poplar Bluff, MO.
His name was Mike Ballew and he was the proud owner
of Sotu Central Customs. I spoke with Mike in late 2004
and the story we ran was in the January 2005 issue. Since
that time I have crossed paths with Mike several times. He
shows up in Belleville, Ill., on a somewhat regular basis
and we make it to a lot of events every year and we never
know when we’ll see him at one of them.

Mike though is true craftsman. One of the requirements
for the Metzeler Tire Show is that the bikes must ride
on Metzeler tires. So Mike chose the ME 880 Marathon
XXL to put the rubber to the road. There were a couple
of purchased components, like an Arlenn Ness headlight,
the dual Patrick Racing 42 MM Mikuni carburetors, the
Baker Troqueboc Transmission and a few other things, but
for the most part this motorcycle was totally fabricated at
South Central Customs.

Mike’s talents have made him famous and gotten him
invited to major shows and to take part in things like Jesse
James’ Love Ride. Motorcycles-- riding them, fixing them
and now building them runs through his veins. He says
his father passed this passion on to him. Despite all the
good things and acclaim that has come his way. Mike is
still someone who is more than willing to take time to talk
to fans and builders. That too is probably something his
father passed on to himl.

The supercharged engine has a lot of Merch parts, but was
built at Mike’s shop. All the metalwork was created there.
The shop has all the metalworking machines and tools to
create just the look that Mike wants. The frame, which is
truly the engineering centerpiece of this bike was created
here.
Racing bikes had a long history of using a single swing
arm, but the way Mike incorporates it with the kickstand
continued on page 16
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side being open gives one the impression that the tire just
floats. The single swing arm is very sharp. Some thought
he went overboard with the single sided fork and springer

would have created some difficulties, but Mike and his
crew at South Central Customs had done similar designs
before. They actually make the engine become a stressed
frame member. This concept is nothing short of genius.
Mike also designed the wheels and then took his design
to Ego Tripp in Lubbock, TX, to bring his concept to life.
At first glance I wondered about the bike and asked Mike
about balance and rideability. After talking to him for a
while I was as convinced as the builder that this would be a
fun bike to ride for more than just bar hopping. But enough
talk, check out pics and see what this builder is capable of
creating.

frontend, but the springer gives this outrageous chopper a
bit of an old school feel. For many the lack of a down tube

Thursday Bike Nights
Geo’s Wings and More

4307 West Main Street
Belleville, Illinois, (618) 233 - 9464
Featuring Domestic Beer Buckets - $10.00
12” Pizza $8.00, Wings for $6.00
Be A Part Of the Areas Biggest Bike Night
Meet Your Friends Here Every Thursday
Geo’s Is Always A Good Time

We Light Up The Night
Sponsored by your Friends at
The Biking Life
Come out and party with us
The Biking Life Page 17

Portrait of a Friend
I was at a biker’s funeral last week. The
minister spoke on friends and friendships. He
looked at all the bikers present at Dave’s service;
he could see the love and devotion flowing through
all of us. He read the following “Portrait of a Friend.”
Read it yourself and think of your very best friend
saying it to you.
“I can’t give solutions to all of life’s
problems, doubts, or fears. But I can
listen to you, and together we will search
for answers.
I can’t change your past with all its
heartache and pain, nor the future with
its untold stories. But I can be there now
when you need me to care.
I can’t keep your feet from stumbling.
I can only offer my hand that you may
grasp it and not fall.
Your joys, triumphs, successes, and
happiness are not mine. Yet I can share
in your laughter.
Your decisions in life are not mine to
make, nor to judge; I can only support
you, encourage you, and help you when
you ask.
I can’t prevent you from falling away
from friendship, from your values, from
me. I can only pray for you, talk to you
and wait for you.
I can’t give you boundaries which I
have determined for you. But I can give
you the room to change, room to grow,
room to be yourself.
I can’t keep your heart from breaking
and hurting, But I can cry with you and
help you pick up the pieces and put them
back in place.
I can’t tell you who you are. I can
only love you and be your friend.”

When I looked at these words written after
the funeral, I realized that these words could also
be said to me by Jesus, my Friend, my Savior. He’s
with us: listening, caring, holding me, sharing joys,
helping, loving me and being my Friend always.
Much greater than a friend I can reach out and
touch. He is there 24/7 and never leaves my side.
If you don’t know Jesus as the best Friend
of your life, it’s as easy as talking to your very best
friend who sits next to you. If you aren’t sure how
to begin this friendship, ask any Christian biker at
your next event, contact one of the following people,
or call me. The CMA Missouri State Coordinator is
Clark (Lucille) Doughty, 816-697-3077, wingman@
wcblue.com; and the Illinois State Coordinator is
Don (Vicky) Brown, 217-629-8938, vdBrown77@
aol.com. For more information about CMA, you
can contact either of the above or call me at 314434-2282 or e-mail me at h2osjk@prodigy.net.

Jim and Kathy Waters
Good News Riders
Christian Motorcyclists Association
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Bob Myers, southwest region coordinator for A.B.A.T.E
(A Brotherhood Aimed Toward Education), had organized
the idea for the Memorial, and then 14 area clubs and
organizations helped to raise the funds and the Memorial
was dedicated in 2008. Myers commented that this garden
“is for recalling good times with the ones we’ve lost, but
it also serves the living about motorcycle awareness.”
State Rep. Dan Beiser, D-Alton, was introduced and
welcomed everyone and thanked them for helping him
help motorcyclist awareness throughout his region. A bell
was rung as the names of 23 deceased motorcyclists were
read and added to the rolls of the Memorial.

Outlanders’ Bike Blessing on March 21st

It was cold and windy and raining lightly, but that
didn’t stop a group of 475 bikers, riders, and biker-loving
individuals from showing up at the Rox-Arena in Roxana,
IL on Sunday, March 21st. They were at the Biker Memorial
to honor deceased biker friends and attend the 12th Annual
Biker Blessing sponsored by the Outlanders Motorcycle
Club.
Final bike count was 225, representing 13 clubs and
organizations from the Southern Illinois and Metro St. Louis
area. Through a crowd of umbrellas around the memorial
bricks, on-lookers listened while John Stewart, memorial
chair, welcomed everyone and thanked them for coming.

The last introduction of the day was someone most
of the bikers recognized, Rev. Larry Lacher, pastor of the
Roxana Church of the Nazarene, who has been offering the
biker blessing for 12 years. He commented that this was
the first year it actually rained on us, though most have
been dreary days. Pastor Larry gave us a lot to think about
remembering others and how we want to be remembered
when we’re gone. “We know that life is a temporary
condition and all of us will depart this world sooner or
later. And in light of that fact, I would like to suggest some
strategies by which to live the life that we have. (1) As far
as it depends on you, see that you do not leave before your
time. While it is true that God knows the number design
for your days, it is also possible for you to make that time
come early. So, while we are here to ask God to take care
of you, please take care of yourself. There are people who
love you who will be devastated by your early departure
from this world. (2) Don’t waste any opportunity to live,
to do, and to love. Whenever you go, it will be too soon.
Make sure the people you love know that you do. Live
in the moment; don’t spend your life hoping for better
tomorrows. Do what good domes to your hand to do. (3)
Realize that the memory of you will outlive you. Each day
you are investing in the memory people will have of you.
Your life is a series of impressions that you leave about
yourself. (4) Realize that today is where we decide where
we will spend forever. Don’t wait until some time in the
future to decide what you will do about your spiritual self.
Don’t wait until you are dead to introduce yourself to
God.” Rev. Lacher ended with our blessing:
“May God grant you always… A sunbeam to
warm you –
A moonbeam to charm you – A sheltering
angel, so nothing can harm you.”
There were many comments that even though the
weather may not have cooperated, this was a great start to
the 2010 riding season.
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Hey you ,Stop if You Can
By Big Willy
I spend a lot of time these days looking back at the good
times I’ve had in my past. I really have done a lot of things
and I have to admit I probably wouldn’t have done so much
without the guys I’ve rode with. Without their craziness
and love of a good time I might have sat in that bar for
one more seven and coke instead of getting out there and
seeing that beautiful girl with the nutty friends. I have to
say I love a good time, but without friends to keep a person
on their toes they might miss a lot of otherwise great new
adventures.
It was a warm sunny summer morning, I had been up for
an hour or so and I had just gotten my bike out and looking
her over for anything that needed to be tightened or fixed
before going out on the road. I heard a rumbling sound and
looking around I saw Stinky, one of my best friends and
a great person to go partying with. He was coming up my
street on his Harley. Now Stinky was one of those kind of
guys that thinks a little differently then I do. He always
said if it works don’t mess with it. I like to do what’s called
preventive maintenance.
As Stinky pulled up I went inside to get a couple of beers,
Stinky likes a cold one and I wasn’t ready for whiskey yet
this morning. He was all chipper and had a big shit eating
grin on his otherwise rough face. I asked what was up?
He said that he had talked to a few of the boys in Kansas
City and that there was a birthday party that night, and we
were invited. I said give me half an hour and I’d be ready.
Stinky went in to use my bathroom, {God I hope he’s just
pissing}.
I got all the little things on the bike double checked and I
went in to the kitchen and washed up. I was avoiding the
bathroom if I could. Stinky came in and I told him I was
ready.
One kick on each of our bikes and they fired up {We
both had Shovelhead engines and four speed kick start
transmissions}. At that time we both rode hard tail frames
and loved them.
I guess we were twenty {20} miles out when we stopped
for gas. I pulled up to the pump and Stinky rode around
the building before stopping. We both got gas and a cold
soda.
Kansas City isn’t that far from our homes in St. Louis, I
guess taking your time and we always did, it is about a
four {4}hour ride.
The weather was great and I was having a wonderful time
just looking at the green fields and the grass blowing in
the light wind. We were in Columbia Missouri before
I realized it. There is a truck stop on the west side of

Columbia called Midway. We stopped there and refilled
our gas tanks. I noticed my friend rode around the building
there also before stopping. I used the restroom and ask
Stinky if there was anything he needed to drink or eat
before we hit the rode again. He said only a soda, I got
a juice, I love them ruby red grapefruit drinks. We spent
about twenty {20} minutes there and then it was back on
the road for us.
As I said it was a great day for riding and that was making
both of us smile and enjoy the ride that much more. The
cars would pull along side us and almost everyone had a
smile on their faces. We were visually assaulted by more
then one young lady showing us her beautiful top end
job.
{Bare Breast}
We got to Sweet Springs Missouri, that’s about sixty{60}
miles east of Kansas City. I pulled in at the gas station and
my pard rode around the lot a few times before stopping.
We filled up again knowing this would get us to where we
were going. I again used the restroom and again got a ruby
red juice. I like the grapefruit juice because it helps curb
thirst and hunger. Stinky as always got a soda. I ask if he
was hungry and he said he would wait for the free food at
the party.
We hit the road again, we had ridden only a mile or two
when a cop got behind us, I knew we were going under
the speed limit but as we all know that doesn’t stop them
from stopping us. Well I guess we were lucky because
he just followed us for ten miles before getting off at an
exit. I suppose he ran our plates and found no wants or
warrants.
I try to stay legal as possible, I pay all my fines and keep
my plates and insurance up to date.
Well we finally made it to the house we were going to.
There were a few people there, the party wasn’t to start
for five or six hours yet. Stinky was quite upset that there
was no {free} food out yet and that it was not going to
be there till much later. This of course was the reason we
went to the fast food place. This is also the reason that
we met Joanie and her friend Dianna. Stinky was chowing
down and I was talking the talk. Joanie was a doll and her
friend was a cutie also. I don’t want to sound cavalier, but
these girls liked us from the start and they wanted the same
match up as we did. I was with Joanie and my pal was with
Dianna. I let Joanie ride with me and Dianna led us back
to their place in their car. Stinky was riding slower then
normal, but I figured he didn’t want to get separated from
the car.
We went in at the girls house and the making out started
almost at once. I was surprised at how fast the girls had
their clothes off and were tugging at ours. Well I’m a very
shy person so it took me all of two minutes to get down
to the business at hand. I always say if you got it, flaunt
continued on page 26
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it and if you do something try to do it to the best of your
ability. Well to make a long story short, we had a great
time and I hope we made the girls as happy as they made
us. I ask Stinky if he was going to invite Dianna to the
party. To my great surprise he answered no! Now I was
in a predicament, I couldn’t ask Joanie to go with me,
without hurting her girlfriends feelings. Frankly I was at a
loss for words. Stinky made some excuse about us going
to his sisters house for dinner and that we would call them
the next day. We did call the next day and there was no
answer, after ten tries I gave up. Well I guess even two
guys like us, you know the kind that puts forth that aura of
just not giving a shit, even when we do. Well even we have
to be ready to miss out on a good time with a nice girl if we
don’t live up to our agreements.
Well back to my story. I was not sure why Stinky would
blow off this girl the way he did. But knowing him the way
I did, I knew he must have a reason and he would let me
know what it was when he was ready.
When we left the girls house, it was time to get to the
party, so I really didn’t have much time to worry the why’s
of Stinky’s actions. As we pulled up I could see that it was
going to be a bash. There was already fifty{50} people
there and it was still daylight. I pulled up in front of the
house and Stinky went down the street and slowly came
back up to where I was parking.
We backed the bikes up right in front of the house. We

went in and started the back slapping and hand shaking.
By now I was hungry again and so was Stinky. We made
our way to the food and bellied up to the table. After a few
sandwiches and some chips, I felt better.
I had a good time that night, I got introduced to a few good
looking girls, I still had Joanie on my mind and I guess a
little worn out. I was poor company for the women that
night. I spent most of the evening talking to the guys about
bikes and other parties we had been to in the past.
Like I said the next day we tried to get in touch with the
girls, to no avail. I was very disappointed and I guess that
Stinky knew it. Finally he said, Willy I know you are
going to be mad at me. I said, now what would make you
think that. Well Willy he said, I know how you are about
keeping the things on your bike in good shape. Well I have
made this trip without a rear brake and the front one is
almost gone. That’s the reason I couldn’t bring Dianna to
the party, she would want to ride and I can barely stop
myself with the brakes being so bad. Now I understood
all the going around the buildings and riding slower then
normal, passing the parking spot and coming back slowly.
Damn Stinky all you had to say was you needed time to
fix the brakes. Well Willy he said, I’m really short on cash
and I wanted to come. I laughed and said don’t worry. I
know that there is always those days that you have more
need to be on the road then to use the noggin for making
the smarter decisions. I talked to one of the guys here that
owns a shop. He made a call and one of his employees
was coming to the party spot with a new set of pads and
a can of brake fluid. We sat around the party and had a
great visit with all the guys. When the fellow with the parts
showed up, we went out to the bike and begin doing the
repairs. Half an hour later Stinky had great brakes. It was
party time then for sure. You would have to have been
there to see all people that we exchanged stories and pats
on the backs with. We partied until early in the morning
and finally lay down to get some rest. We still had a two
hundred and fifty mile journey home. I try never to leave
when I’m already to tired, and want to go to sleep. Well we
slept until noon and got something to eat. We also tried to
call the girls again, that was a washout. We finally got on
the road around one thirty. It is an easy four hour trip when
you have no problems. We were lucky and we made a safe
and fun journey back home.
We called the two girls the next day and they finally talked to
us. We had what you might say, was an open conversation.
Stinky explained to the girls why he was reluctant to take
one of them on his bike. Believe it or not, this was the
beginning of a great relationship between us . The girls
were impressed that Stinky was afraid that he might hurt
one of the them. After that when I went some place with
Stinky, I would always jokingly say, I’m stopping for gas,
“Hey you, Stop if You Can”.

2nd Annual Hot Shot Calendar Bash
Saturday June 5, 2010

K.C. HALL
400 N, BEAU CHATEAU
BETHALTO, IL
Live Music, Contests
Looking for Talent and Rides for
the 2011 Calendar
Vendors, Food and Full Bar
Available on Site
VIP Seating Available

For Pre-Registration Or More Info
Call (618) 223 - 2660 or visit
www.hotshotcalendar.com
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rut in a hard corner and his rear suspension broke loose. That put
Travis and his co-driver, Christian Edstrom out of the race.
Being the most popular driver at the race, Travis was surrounded
by fans anytime he was out in public. After the breakdown, he
spent his time signing even more autographs while waiting for
his crew to come and repair the car. He was signing posters,
programs, clothes, and cars, a truck and even a motorcycle that
one fan brought down in his truck. After the crowd died down, I
had a few minutes to talk with Travis about his rally efforts.

Travis Pastrana on Four Wheels
By John Skala
If you have followed Motocross, Supercross, Freestyle

Motocross, X-Games, Gravity Games, Pro Rally Car, Red Bull
athletes, the Nitro Circus or outrageous daredevil stunts, then you
already have heard of Travis Pastrana. At 26 years old, he has
established more records and won more competitions than most
anyone would in a lifetime. Travis won his first trophy when he
was only 4½ and the trophy was almost as tall as he was. By the
age of 14, he was wining amateur motocross championships on
his way to X-Games gold. Travis raced Supercross in the 125cc
East series, which brought him to St Louis several times in the
past, racing against the likes of Ricky Carmichael.
His racing now consists of piloting a four wheel drive turbo
powered Subaru in the Rally America series. However, he still
maintains his two-wheel connection with the freestyle stunts. In
the 2006 X-Games, Travis was the first person to do a double
backflip on his motorcycle.
I caught up with Travis when he was in the Salem, MO area for
the “Rally In The 100 Acre Wood” which is the second race in
the six race Rally America series. Although Travis has won the
championship series for the last four years, he has not won this
race on the gravel roads in the Mark Twain Forest. The rally is
run over two days with 15 sections they call stages. The total of
the stages is over 100 miles spread through the Missouri Ozarks.
With the transit distances between stages, the rally driver and his
co-driver/navigator will cover about 200 miles. The cars race on
gravel roads filled with hard packed ruts, loose gravel and sharp
turns with occasional water crossings and jumps that allows the
cars to get airborne. Because of the beating taken by the cars,
while averaging over 70 MPH there are planned service stops to
refuel and repair the cars.

TBL: How did you make the transition from Motocross and
Supercross to rally cars?
TP: I think pretty much every motocrosser grew up and had a
little bit of room to ride. For me, my dad had a construction
company and I rode my first go-kart at 2 years old. I drove
everything with wheels. When I wasn’t riding a motorcycle, I
was driving a go-kart or shifter cart.
TBL: How early did you start riding bikes if you were driving
go-karts at 2?
TP: I started motorcycles at four.
TBL: What was your first bike?
TP: My first bike was a Z-50.
TBL: Let’s talk a little bit about rallying. How similar is your
rally car to a production Subaru? (Travis drives a 4-wheel drive
Subaru Impreza WRX-STI rally car)
TP: Fairly similar, but it is a lot more beefed up as far as the
suspension. There is a lot more that we can do with the diff
control. We get the car to turn in a little better depending on what
the roads are. (The diff control is a center differential that lets
the driver control the distribution of torque between the front
and rear wheels) For the most part, it is a fairly stock motor
we are running. With the restrictors, we still have quite a bit
more torque then the regular car. (Rally America rules call for
restrictor plates on the turbo-charged engines). You could take
your stock Subaru. It may not last the whole rally, but you would
be able to put in a pretty good stage.
TBL: I noticed you always ride with a co-driver. What does he
have to do in the rally?
TP: Everything. The driver is a puppet. The driver just does what
he is told. The co-driver basically sets the pace. The co-driver is
in charge of the timing and scoring, the rally has a lot to do with
not just your race stages but trying to stay on the pace to make
sure you get to certain stages at a certain time. The biggest thing

Once again, Travis was in the lead after the first day. By noon
on the second day, Travis’ nearest competitor was more than a
minute behind which made him virtually uncatchable. However,
it was not to be his race again this year. He caught a rear tire in a
continued on page 32
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is the co-driver has to trust you with his life and vice versa. If he
say hold it wide open over a blind crest that you’ve never seen
before and you know you are going to jump, you hold it wide
open over that blind crest.
TBL: Since you haven’t seen the roads before is there anything
like a practice lap or pre-ride of the course?
TP: It is over 200 miles, and you get one run of the course to
make your notes. So, the notes better be pretty good because you
are not going to remember a lot of what you are going to see.
TBL: When the co-driver takes these notes that he is going to
read back to you, does he use some sort of shorthand or code?
TP: It’s all code. Basically it’s all mathematical 6 is hold it
wide open and 1 is get on the brakes, you are going to make a
U-turn.
TBL: Does he tell you how severe the turns are and those kinds
of things?
TP: He tells you a lot more. You could run a stage off of his notes
faster than if I memorized the stage.
TBL: How does he keep track of where you are at in the notes?
Is every turn designated or do you have a mileage?
TP: We have each distance between each note every single bump,
jump, turn increasing, decreasing radius, severity everything is
marked
TBL: You ran the World Rally Cup series for a couple of years
(this is primarily in Europe). Is there any interest in going back
there?
TP: No, it was awesome, it was a lot more survival there. In
Rally America, you have less stage miles and you can bring
it back for service. WRC is more like an old school rally. We
would have to learn a lot more about working on the cars. It is a
lot longer and a lot more travel. I’d have to move to Europe for
3 or 4 years. I just really like the motorcycle stuff here and I like
what I am doing.
TBL: Any desire to run things like the Dakar Rally or Baja in a
car or a bike?
TP: I’ve done Baja for 4 years and it was so much fun but never
had a chance to go to Dakar. It just takes so much money and
preparation. I like racing. I like short term.
TBL: I understand that you broke your collarbone before the last
race in the rally series and won it. How is it doing now?
TP: Yeah, that worked out alright. That was five weeks ago, I’m
doing pretty good.
TBL: Do you wear any kind of safety gear or neck brace like
other forms of auto racing?
TP: They really need it for sure. I actually broke it on a motorcycle.
You’ve got the Hans device and the five-point harness, it works
out pretty good.
TBL: When I was talking to Mike Mason (freestyle motorcycle
rider in the Nuclear Cowboyz show), he said he, Nate Adams and

some of the others freestyle riders wear a neck brace on their
motorcycles. Do you use something like that when you ride?
TP: I have not. I’m all in for safety, the more pads the better for
sure. I tumble a lot and had a lot of problems with my collarbone.
With the neck brace, you have a lot higher chance of breaking
your collarbone. I tumble pretty well so I’ve stay away from that
for now.
TBL: Now that you are out of this race, who is your pick to
win?
TP: Well, actually Antoine (L’Estage) was the quickest here,
but Ken Block is definitely in position with Antoine having a
minute setback with three flats already on the stages. I think Ken
has this one pretty well. (Ken Block has won this race for the
previous four years and won it again in 2010. After almost one
and a half hours of total racing time in the 15 stages, Ken Block
beat Antoine L’Estage by 21 seconds).
TBL: Can we talk about some of your stunts? I saw a video
where you jumped a motorcycle over Ken while he was driving
his rally car. Any chance you will try that using your car instead
of the bike?
TP: You could but it is really difficult with Monster and Red
Bull. (Travis and Ken used to be teammates, but now their major
sponsors are competitors)
TBL: I saw another video about your parachuting, but I’m
not sure you can call it that since you jumped out of the plane
without a parachute.
TP: For me it’s all about having a good time. With the Nitro
Circus, we push the limits of stuff. (Nitro Circus is a reality TV
series about Travis and his friends performing various dangerous
stunts).
TBL: Is Nitro Circus still a big thing for you?
TP: It is still a huge thing. Unfortunately, we all got pretty beatup last season. They want to do another one right a way, but we
are going to wait till fall I believe.
After the car was repaired, I went on to the service area in
Vibirnum to see if I could catch up with Travis again. I spoke to
his crew there, but Travis had already headed back to the hotel
in Salem. The crew suggested I try The Roadhouse in Salem.
They say it was the only place in town where they would go
for a drink but of course The Biking Life readers already knew
about it.

Proprietors: John Church AKA “Asshole”
Jed Church AKA “Sasquatch”
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SPRINGFLING 2010
BY: KIM KIRGAN
This year The Springfling Motorcycle Show in
Springfield Missouri went off as scheduled despite
Mother Nature having a severe case of PMS. Even with
all the ice and snow there was a good attendance and
everyone had a great time.
In its eighth year running this event proves bigger and
better every year. The motorcycle show presented by
COVENANT MOTORCYCLE MINISTRIES had
13 entries, all these bikes very amazing machines, I
have always said that the judges at these events have
the hardest job, But this years winners are, Best In
Show went to Jeff Harvill for his Street Glide Dresser.
Sportster class went to Drifter Terry, 84-09 Radical
went to Cletus Leake, Mild Custom went to Don
Bennett, 66-83 Radical went to Gerry B. Best Paint
went to Cletus Leake, Congrats to all the winners.
The Bikini contest sponsored by THE GALLOPING
GOOSE M.C. OF SPRINGFIELD was a lot of fun.
There was $500 in prize money up for grabs. Several
very pretty ladies gave it there best shot, but there
was only room for 3 to win. The winners are 3rd place
Victoria, 2nd place Autumn, and MISS SPRINGFLING

continued on page 36
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2010 is Megan, congrats!!
The band SAM-A-LAMA rocked the house with their
very wide range of music. I heard songs that I haven’t
heard in years, a very good band. I also thought the
variety of vendors was really good, not to many but
the ones there had high quality stuff from jewelry to
leather. This was a shoppers dream.

If you did not make this show, mark your calendars
for next year for the last weekend of March. It will be
held again in Springfield MO. at the Ramada Oasis
Hotel and Convention center. I would also like to
mention that on April 17 there was a SPRINGFLING
MOTORCYCLE SHOW in the Jeff City area. It was
held in Centertown MO. Mark your calendars for next
year to attend both events.
I have to thank COVENANT MOTORCYCLE
MINISTRIES and THE GALLOPING GOOSE M.C.
OF SPRINGFIELD for all the hard work that went in
to this event, It really showed, It was nice to attend a
class act event.
Till next time, Peace out.
Kim
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Upcoming Events
Weekly Events
Tuesday Bike Night the Third Tuesday of
the Month at Down on the Corner n Hwy 96 in
Marcelline, IL
Tuesday Two Wheel Tuesday at N0-Jacks on IL
159 in Smithton, IL
Tuesday Bike Night at at Sullivans on North Illinois
in Belleville, IL
Wednesday CTs Night Bike Ride Call Paul at
Dave Mungenast Motorsports for info
Wednesday Show-Mes Wingsday Bike Fest
Fairview Heights location on Lincoln Highway only
Wednesday Scoots and Suds Bike Night at
Cutters on Carlyle Avenue in Belleville, IL
Thursdays STUNNA Thursdays At Paradise 1,
615 Missouri St East St Louis, IL (618) 482-5578 DJ
Thursdays Bike Night at Bikers Corner at 1924 N
Vandeventer Ave in St Louis, MO
Thursdays Hardriders call their hotline (314) 3402000 for info
Thursdays Bike Night at Geos Wings and More
on West Main in Belleville, IL from 6:30 to 10
Friday Bikes, Beers and Bonfires at Chasers on
Dutch Hollow Rd. $1.50 Dom LN
Saturday Scandalous Satrurday Bike Night at
Fatboys in DeSoto, MO
May
1st Spring Open House at Johnny Stdko
Motorcycle on Forst Rd in St Louis, MO
1st 2nd Annual Fred Ford Memorial Run sign up
11 to 1 at Sit-N-Bull New Memphis, IL
2nd Blesing of The Bikes BallWin VFW 115
Mimosa LN Ballwin MO Disciples of War
2nd Blessing of the Bikes Columbia Park in Park
Hills, MO from 10 to 5 PM
2nd Bears From Bikers Poker Run sign up at
Shannon’s in Tilden IL
8th Cycle Saints Run for the Son sign up at
Bethalto Christian Church 11 to noon
8th 1st Annual Bike Blowout at Wagon Wheel and
ICs Bar and Grill in Sikeston, MO
14th - 16th Niehaus Cycle Sales Customer
Appreciation Day Litchfield, IL
14th - 16th SEMO Run What Ya Brung Lesterville,
MO
15th Cycle Recognition Ride sign up Alton Police
department at noon
15th Charity Poker Run for Cindy Crider-Lewis
Sign up sign up from 4 to 5 at Berkshire Inn

15th Wingstock at Mid America Harley Davidson in
Columbia, MO
15th Cahokia KC Tootsie Roll Poker Run sign up
at Cahokia KC Hall
16th Dreamweaver’s Rodeo sign up Teds
Motorcycle World in Alton or at the Jerseyville
American Legion
16th 15th Annual Cancer Run sign up 10:30 to
12:30 at Frieze Harley Davidson in Ofallon, IL
21st - 22nd Rally in the Valley Decatur, IL call 217619-6530 for info
21st - 22nd Ink’n for Crohns at Steel and Ink
Tattoo
22nd - 23rd May Awareness Run sponsored by
Kelly’s and Great River ABATE in Quincy, IL
29th Skyriders Night Poker Run sign up at Teds
Motorcycle world from 4 to 6 PM
June
5th - 6th 2nd Annual Ride For Wishes at Sara Lee
just off the Earth City Expwy
6th Motorheads Kenny Hoffman Ride sign up at
Phyls in Marine, IL
10th - 13th Hogrock Cave-In-Rock Illinois the
midwests best party
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Passing the Future
by AJ Howard
A funeral, it’s one event that’s on everyone’s schedule.
Most people don’t or won’t even attend one unless
they feel they are obligated to. I can understand this
because I use to be one of these people. It’s so hard
to see an entire family going through the grieving
process. But I found I do feel better after the service.
Is it that I’m looking for closure for myself, or do I
feel better knowing that I supported a family during
their time of grieving. I don’t really know, maybe it’s
a little of both.
If you search the Web you will find lots of sites devoted
to this very topic. I found The Daily Undertaker,
a forum that takes a look at why people don’t like
funerals. People expressing the real reasons why they
don’t or won’t attend. Some I agree with and some I
don’t, but it is all a matter of choice. Today’s funerals
are different from a funeral of a century ago. But they
are much the same in many aspects. Just over a century
ago, prior to the Civil War, funerals were held in the
home with the family taking on the responsibility of
all the arrangements. They had like we do today, a
traditional service with a Pastor, Priest or some type
of religious leader depending on their particular faith.
But today’s Funeral Director is taking on the role of an
event planner rather than the order taker of the past, as
the modern funeral turns more towards a celebration

of life. Keeping with tradition, and allowing people to
celebrate the individual’s life. Some Funeral Homes
will allow a motorcycle to be brought into the home
to set at one end of the casket. The rider’s boots,
jacket, and gloves displayed on a chair next to the
bike. These forward thinking Directors are starting to
create a banquet type atmosphere with the addition
of banquet facilities on site. They realize that today’s
families want something different, while maintaining
tradition. Some Funeral Homes offer a motorcycle
hearse, some even offer a horse drawn hearse, and
many are starting to offer an antique hearse as an
option to the traditional hearse. They are here to serve
their community and do a great job. I mean really,
where would we be without them. They are one of the
first involved when a death occurs, helping the family
through this difficult time. And their facilities create
an atmosphere of dignity, elegance, and respect.
Editor’s Note I am Irish and we believe that funerals
should be a celebration of life. There are funeral
homes that embrace this concept when it comes to
motorcyclists places like Baue Funeral Home. Or if
you llose a rider there are others who will transport
your loved one like The Last Ride Motorcycle Hearse
Company in Springfield, MO or AJ’s company Home
Town Hearse in Michiganm
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An Inkling

This tattoo was done by Tom at Underground Artworx in Edwardsville. As you can see, Tom does
outstanding work with clean lines and great detail. It took 3 sessions and about 8 hours to complete. It was finished in Feb. 2010. The concept of
the biker breaking through the skin represents
the dichotomy of the 9-5 me vs. the inner biker
needing to break free.
This tat is on the arm of Lonnie smith who was
our first tattoo contest winner at Geo’s wings.

The biking life is constantly growing but we
need your help salespeople and writers / photographers are needed for all areas to

find out more call 314-322-7883
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